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Abstract

A set of 19 SSR (Simple Sequence Repeats), 9 ISSR
(Inter-Simple Sequence Repeats) and 5 AFLP (Amplified
Fragment Length Polymorphism) primer combinations
were used to evaluate the variability among 53 geno-
types of Pinus roxburghii selected based on resin yield
from the natural zone of occurrence of this species in
Uttarakhand, India. The selected trees of pine varied in
resin yield from 0.25 to 8 kg/year/tree. Based on the
comparative assessment of SSR, ISSR and AFLP mark-
ers, SSR markers were found most polymorphic with an
average PIC value of 0.327 and 2.42 alleles per marker,
while ISSR markers showed the highest effective multi-
plex ratio (15.536) and marker index (4.958). AFLP
markers showed the maximum resolving power (8.099)
which was comparable to the resolving power (8.059) of
ISSR markers. UPGMA-based dendrogram using SSR
markers revealed more distinct grouping of genotypes
on the basis of resin yield as compared to ISSR and
AFLP markers. AMOVA by collection site revealed no
significant variation among the populations. Whereas,

AMOVA by resin yield using SSR, ISSR and AFLP
markers revealed FST values to be 0.1096, 0.0483 and
0.2422 indicating moderate, low and great genetic differ-
entiation among the groups. This clearly indicated that
the variation at the molecular level was attributed to
the resin yield and not the site of collection.

Key words: genetic diversity, fixation index, AMOVA, PIC.

Introduction

Pinus roxburghii Sarg. (Chir pine or long needle pine),
is one of the most important conifers of northwestern
Himalayas and is an important timber and resin yield-
ing species. The forests of P. roxburghii are found rang-
ing from longitudes 70°E to 93°E and latitudes 26°N to
36°N in subtropical and warm temperate monsoon belts,
between 450 to 2300 m altitudes in Siwaliks and
Himalayan main river valleys, from Kashmir to Bhutan.
In India, Chir pine covers approximately 6,77,813 ha
area in the states of Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and
Kashmir and Uttarakhand. Out of these three states,
Uttarakhand alone contains a major portion of 4,12,000
ha of Chir pine (SINGH and KUMAR, 2004). Uttarakhand
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hills in the northern India are one of the best habitats
for Chir pine forests.

Commercial Chir pine promotion in India was report-
ed under the British regime during the 19th century.
Resin tapping for turpentine oil and timber for building
railway sleepers were primary reasons for introducing
Chir pine in the Himalayas (SINHA, 2002). Economically,
pines are important source of wood, paper, resins,
 charcoal, food (particularly seeds), and ornamentals
(LE MAITRE, 1998). The species is over exploited in
Himalayan hills for timber and resin that cause
 considerable pressure on its forests. The conservation-
ists are concerned on the damaging of pine forests due
to large scale tapping of resins. Oleoresins from pines
are  composed of two components, volatile turpentine oil
and the remaining solid transparent material called as
Rosin. Turpentine oil finds its major use as a solvent in
industries. It has medicinal qualities as well. It is used
as an inhaler for nasal and throat ailments, applied to
boils, heel cracks and on either side of the eye to reduce
swelling (SINGH et al., 1990). It is used in the
 manufacturing of lacquers and varnishes, synthesis of
fragrant chemicals, insecticides and disinfectants. Rosin
is the substance left after turpentine is removed. It is
used in paper manufacturing, paper sizing, chemicals
and  pharmaceuticals, synthesis of ester gums and
 synthetic resins, paint, varnishes, printing inks, soap,
rubber,  surface coatings, floor coverings, adhesives, plas-
tics etc. Resin is one of the most important non-wood
forest  products and P. roxburghii trees are known to
yield the highest amount of oleoresin in India (COPPEN

and HONE, 1995). In Uttarakhand, the tapping of resin
began in 1890 that was commercialized in 1896. It was
extended to Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal
Pradesh in 1940 and 1945 respectively (SINGH and
ASOKAN, 1984). Resin has got huge export potential. For
the Himalayan region, extraction of resin as a source of
revenue is reported since year 1911 (NAUTIYAL et al.,
2006). 

As per records (FAO, 1995), crude resin production
peaked at about 75000 tonnes in 1975–76 and has since
fallen steadily. Production in 1990–91 was less than
25000 tonnes, although it was then believed to have
recovered and stabilized at about 25000–30000 tonnes
(equivalent to approximately 18000–21000 tonnes of
rosin). The main reason for the decline had been the loss
of trees for tapping, either because many of them had
reached the end of their productive lives and there were
no new areas of pine with which to replace them, or
because the damage done to trees by the use of ineffi-
cient, incorrectly applied methods of tapping had led to
Forest Department bans on tapping. The loss of sub-
stantial indigenous production of crude resin and the
demands of Indian industry for naval stores products
have meant that India became a net importer of both
rosin and turpentine. The shortfall in local production
had been further compensated by the importation of
about 10000 tonnes/year of crude resin. The major use of
turpentine in India is for the production of synthetic
camphor.

Diverse habitat of Chir pine in different geographical
regions of Himalayas and Shivalik range supports the

existence of natural variation. In order to increase the
indigenous resin production in the country and generate
a source of revenue, selections of pine trees have been
made for growth and high resin yield under various tree
improvement programs in the country (GUPTA et al.,
1970; DOGRA, 1985; CHAUHAN and KANWAR, 2001;
 SHARMA et al., 2006). 

Pines have long generation periods with vegetative
phase extending more than 100 years and because of
which multiple generations are not readily obtained and
traditional approaches of tree improvement. The length
of time needed for trees to reach reproductive maturity
before controlled crosses is the limiting factor for tree
improvement (MARTIN-TRILLO and MARTINEZ ZAPATER,
2002). Evaluation of variability in resin yield using mol-
ecular marker techniques could provide useful baseline
information for the breeding programs. However, these
molecular markers have technical differences in terms
of cost, speed, amount of DNA needed, technical labor
and degrees of polymorphism. Among the various molec-
ular markers, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based
markers, such as Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA
(WILLIAMS et al., 1990), Inter Simple Sequence Repeat
(ZIETKIEWIEZ et al., 1994), sequence-related amplified
polymorphism (LI and QULROS, 2001) and Amplified
Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) (VOS et al.,
1995) have become popular, as their application does not
require any prior sequence information. On the other
hand, microsatellite or Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR)
are the markers of choice for breeding applications, but
their development is more time consuming and expen-
sive (GUPTA and VARSHNEY, 2000). However, the SSRs
available in closely related species can be tested for
trans-specific amplification thereby reducing both time
and cost of development. To date, different marker sys-
tems have been applied for diversity analysis in P. rox-
burghii viz. Isozymes (HUSSAIN, 1995; SHARMA, 1999;
SHARMA, 2003), RAPD (MALABADI and NATARAJA, 2007;
GINWAL et al., 2010), ISSR (MALABADI and NATARAJA,
2007; PARASHARAMI and THENGANE, 2012) and SSR
(GAULI et al., 2009; CHAUHAN et al., 2010). 

With the use of DNA based markers, there is a possi-
bility to identify the high resin yielding genotypes at the
nursery stage and that would help to establish planta-
tions solely for the purpose of resin tapping. This will
reduce the harm to naturally occurring forests of Chir
pine and increase the resin production. But, before that
there are certain questions to be answered such as
whether the individuals varying in resin yield also vary
in their genetic constitution and whether the variation
at genetic level is responsible for the variation in resin
yield. The analyses of polymorphisms using different
molecular markers in genotypes of P. roxburghii varying
in resin yield could help find answers to these questions.
This study could be a preliminary step towards identifi-
cation of markers for high resin yield that could be used
further for Marker Assisted Selection of high resin yield-
ing genotypes. Keeping in view, the above facts the
objectives of the study presented in this paper were i) to
characterize the genotypes of P. roxburghii varying in
resin yield using three DNA based molecular markers
(ISSR, SSR and AFLP) and ii) to compare the level of
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information provided by these three marker systems for
evaluating the variability in resin yield and investigate
the genetic basis of the trait.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted in Western Himalayas in a
naturally occurring Chir pine forest called Tiunee

(Chakrata range) in Uttarakhand state. The area is sit-
uated at an altitude of 1023 m with latitude 30°57’00’’N
and longitude 77°51’00’’E. The area enjoys moist tem-
perate climate with an average annual rainfall of 1800
mm and mean temperature of 15°C. Incidence of snow-
fall is moderate to heavy and restricted from December
to February. The general forest type of the area is
“Himalayan Moist Temperate” (SINGHAL et al., 1987).

Table 1. – Geographical details of various samples of P. roxburghii.

* amsl-above mean sea level.
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Plant material 

A total of 240 genotypes of Chir pine were evaluated
for resin yield in a study conducted by Forest Research
Institute, Dehradun. The study revealed non-significant
correlation of tree diameter, altitude and site quality
with resin yield in Uttarakhand. Based on these obser-
vations, Chakrata division (Uttarakhand) having a
large natural population of Chir pine was selected for
carrying out molecular characterization work and asso-
ciation analysis for identification of trait specific DNA
markers. The experiment was laid in the natural forest
of Chir pine at an altitude ranging from 1000 to 1500m
above the mean sea level covering southern aspect (A1)
and northern aspect (A2), each with two sites having
different site qualities (S1 and S2). The site quality was
adjudged as per the height of dominant trees or slopes.
For each site quality, three plots (0.25 ha each) were
selected at random, comprising total area of 0.75 ha.
The plots were considered as replications. For each
replication, entire area of 0.25 ha was surveyed for col-
lection of data. For obtaining precise information,
boundary trees were ignored. Geographical details of the
samples along with the phenotypic data of resin yield of
these genotypes is presented in Table 1. Young needles
or sapwood (in case needles were not available due to
extreme height of trees) samples were collected from the
site and stored at –80°C.

DNA extraction and quantification 

DNA was extracted from young needles using a combi-
nation of the methods described by STANGE et al. (1998)
and DOYLE and DOYLE (1990) and from the sapwood fol-
lowing a combination of the protocols given by ASIF and
CANNON (2005) and DOYLE and DOYLE (1990). The quali-
ty of DNA was tested on 0.8% agarose gel and the DNA
concentration was quantified using BioPhotometer
(Eppendrof 6131, Germany). DNA samples were diluted
to the required concentration (15 ng/µl for ISSR and
SSR analysis and 250 ng/µl for AFLP analysis) for poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) amplification.

SSR analysis 

A total of 80 SSR markers (47 nuclear SSRs and 33
chloroplast SSRs) from different species of pines
(nuclear SSRs were from P. resinosa, P. taeda,
P. merkussi and P. densiflora whereas, chloroplast SSRs
were from P. thunbergii and P. sylvestris) were screened
for amplification in P. roxburghii. Out of these, 48 SSRs
showed positive amplification and 19 SSRs were used in
the present study based on the polymorphism (Table 2).
PCR was performed in a 15 µl reaction volume (VEN-
DRAMIN et al., 1996) containing 15 ng of template DNA,
1X Taq buffer, 3.0 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.2 µM of
each primer and 0.06U of Taq DNA polymerase (Banga-
lore Genei Pvt. Ltd., India). PCR amplification was car-

Table 2. – Characteristics of SSR loci, including their repeat motif, the number of alleles per locus, number of polymorphic alleles
and percent polymorphism.
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ried out at 5 min. at 95°C followed by 30 cycles of 1 min.
at 94°C, 1 min. at 55°C to 60°C (as per the annealing
temperature of the primer) and 1 min. at 72°C and a
final extension of 8 min. at 72°C. Amplified products
were electrophoresed on 3% (w/v) metaphor agarose:
agarose (3:1) gel with 1X TBE buffer and stained with
ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/ml). DNA fragments were
visualized under UV light and documented with the gel
documentation imaging system (GelDoc-It System, UVP
Ltd.). The primers which were not resolved on
metaphor-agarose gel were then separated on 8% (w/v)
polyacrylamide gel casted in ‘MEGA-GEL High
Throughput Vertical Unit’ (model C-DASG-400-50) mar-
keted by C.B.S Scientific Co. (Del Mar, CA, USA) with
1X TBE buffer. DNA fragments were visualized under
UV light (ULTRA Lum Inc) and photographed with digi-
tal camera (Cannon, EOS 400D).

ISSR analysis

Twenty five ISSR primers (University of British
Columbia (UBC), Biotechnology laboratory, Vancouver,
BC, Canada) were initially screened for amplification.
Based on polymorphism, finally 9 ISSR markers were
used to conduct the present study (Table 3). PCR was
performed in a 20 µl reaction volume (HONG et al., 2007)
containing 15 ng of template DNA, 1X Taq buffer,
1.75 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.4 µM primer and
0.6U of Taq DNA polymerase (Bangalore Genei Pvt.
Ltd., Bangalore, India). PCR amplification was carried
out at 5 min. at 94°C followed by 40 cycles of 30 sec. at
94°C, 30 sec. at annealing temperature (primer specific)
and 1 min. at 72°C and a final extension of 10 min. at
72°C. Amplified products were electrophoresed on 2%
(w/v) agarose gel with 1X TBE buffer. DNA fragments
were visualized under UV light and documented with

the gel documentation imaging system (GelDoc-It Sys-
tem, UVP Ltd.).

AFLP analysis

A total of 12 primer combinations (Table 4) were
screened for amplification, out of which 5 primer combi-
nations were found to be polymorphic. AFLP was carried
out using the standard protocol described by VOS et al.
(1995) using a commercial kit (Invitrogen) using 250 ng
DNA of each accession. All PCR reactions were per-
formed in a Gene Amp PCR 9700 Thermal Cycler. The
samples were size-fractionated on 6% polyacrylamide
gels using Sequigen GT (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA) under
denaturing conditions. The fragments were detected by
autoradiography.

Gel scoring and data analysis

The profiles produced by ISSR, SSR and AFLP mark-
ers were scored manually: each allele was scored as pre-
sent (1) or absent (0) for each of the ISSR, SSR and
AFLP loci. 

Genotyping data obtained for the SSR, ISSR and
AFLP markers was used to assess the discriminatory
power of the markers by evaluating four parameters:
Polymorphism Information Content (PIC), Effective
Multiplex Ratio (EMR), Marker Index (MI) and Resolv-
ing Power (RP). The PIC value provides an estimate of
the discriminating power of a marker. Polymorphic
information content was calculated using the formula
given by ROLDAN-RUIZ et al. (2000)

PICi = [2fi (1–fi)]

Where, PICi is the polymorphism information content
of marker i, fi is the frequency of the marker fragments

Table 3. – Details of ISSR analysis, including the total number of bands, polymorphic bands and percent poly -
morphism.

Table 4. – Details of AFLP analysis, including the total number of bands, polymorphic bands and percent poly-
morphism.
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which were present and 1–fi the frequency of marker
fragments which were absent. PIC was averaged over
the fragments for each primer combination. 

The average number of DNA fragments
amplified/detected per genotype using a marker system
is considered as multiplex ratio (n). The number of loci
polymorphic in the germplasm set of interest, analyzed
per experiment, called effective multiplex ratio (EMR)
was calculated by following the formula described by
VARSHNEY et al. (2007)

EMR = n.�

Where, n is the total number of loci and � is the
 fraction of polymorphic markers which is estimated
after considering the polymorphic loci (np) as � = np/
(np + nnp)

The utility of a given marker system is a balance
between the level of polymorphism detected and the
extent to which an assay can identify multiple polymor-
phisms. A product of information content, as measured
by PIC, and effective multiplex ratio, called as marker
index may provide a convenient estimate of marker util-
ity POWELL et al. (1996)

MI = PIC � EMR

Resolving power of each primer was calculated accord-
ing to PREVOST and WILKINSON (1999).

RP = � Ib

where, Ib represents fragment informativeness. The Ib
can be represented into a 0–1 scale by the following for-
mula:

Figure 1. – Dendrogram showing genetic relationship among P. roxburghii genotypes varying in
resin yield using SSR markers.
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Ib = 1– [2 x | 0.5 – p|]

where, p is the proportion of all the accessions contain-
ing the fragment.

Genetic dissimilarity was calculated based on Jac-
card’s dissimilarity index using the software DARwin
ver 5.0.158 (PERRIER and JACQUEMOUD-COLLET, 2006)
where “0” and “1” were standardized as the least and
maximum dissimilarity respectively. The dissimilarity
matrix was used for tree construction following hierar-
chial clustering method using UPGMA algorithm imple-
mented in the software DARwin ver 5.0.158. Confidence
limits of different clades were tested by bootstrapping
1000 times to assess the repetitiveness of genotype clus-
tering (FELSENSTEIN, 85).

The population genetic structure was inferred by
analysis of variance (AMOVA) framework according to
EXCOFFIER et al. (1992) using the Arlequin software ver-
sion 3.11 (EXCOFFIER et al., 2005). The type of hierarchial
AMOVA implemented here was with genotypic data, one
group of populations and number within individual
level. This technique treats genetic distances as devia-
tions from a group mean position, and uses squared
deviations as variances. The total sum of squares of
genetic distances can then be partitioned into compo-
nents that represent the within population and among
population mean squares. AMOVA was conducted by

grouping the genotypes on the basis of four collection
sites and resin yield.

Results 

Marker analyses

SSR analysis

A total of nineteen out of eighty initially screened SSR
markers were selected on the basis of polymorphism.
PCR amplification of the P. roxburghii genotypes using
nineteen SSR markers produced a total of 46 bands, out
of which 40 were polymorphic. The total number of poly-
morphic bands amplified per marker varied from 1
(pdms011, pdms221, pm07, RPtest6, RPtest9) to 4
(Pt30204 and Pt45002), with an average of 2.10 per
marker (Table 2). Genetic divergence in terms of per
cent polymorphism ranged from 50 to 100% with an
average of 85.79% per marker.

ISSR analysis

A total of nine ISSR markers (University of British
Columbia (UBC), Biotechnology laboratory, Vancouver,
BC, Canada), selected from twenty-five initially
screened markers, were used to evaluate the level of
genetic variation among the high and low resin yielding
genotypes of P. roxburghii. The primers demonstrated a

SI 1. – Genetic dissimilarity index between high and low resin yielding genotypes of P. roxburghii using SSR markers.
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comparable degree of polymorphism across the geno-
types. PCR amplification using ISSR markers produced
a total of 162 bands, out of which 148 were polymorphic.
The total number of bands amplified per marker varied
from 8 (UBC820) to 28 (UBC873), with an average of
16.44. Genetic divergence in terms of per cent poly -
morphism ranged from 33.33% (UBC880) to 100%
(UBC811, UBC818, UBC846 and UBC873) with a mean
of 84.59% per marker (Table 3). 

AFLP analysis
A total of five out of twelve initially screened AFLP

primer combinations were selected, on the basis of poly-
morphism and clarity of bands. PCR amplification of the
P. roxburghii genotypes using AFLP markers produced a
total of 250 bands, out of which ninety were found to be
polymorphic. The total number of polymorphic bands
amplified per marker varied from 6 (EAAG MCTAC) to 43
(EACA MCTGC), with an average of 18 (Table 4). Genetic

Figure 2. – Dendrogram showing genetic relationship among P. roxburghii genotypes varying in
resin yield using ISSR markers.
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divergence in terms of per cent polymorphism ranged
from 18.87% (EACA MCTA) to 57.33% (EACA MCTGC) with
an average of 32.47% per marker.

Cluster analysis

Cluster analysis using SSR markers

The hierarchial clustering using UPGMA implement-
ed in the software DARwin ver 5.0.158 revealed the
existence of two distinct major clusters: Cluster-I and
Cluster-II (Fig. 1). Cluster-I with a bootstrap value of
102, grouped twenty-eight genotypes together, out of
which twenty-two were low resin yielders (<3 kg/year)
and only six genotypes had high resin yield
(>3 kg/year). Cluster-II with a bootstrap value of 101,
grouped twenty-five genotypes, out of which twenty-two
had high resin yield and only three genotypes were low
resin yielders.

The genetic dissimilarity index revealed high genetic
diversity among the fifty-three genotypes of P. rox-
burghii used in the study. The dissimilarity coefficients
ranged from 0.04 to 0.72. The genotypes D-26
(2.1 kg/year) and B-13 (1.7 kg/year) had low resin yield
and were found to be most similar, whereas A-24 (2.8
kg/year) and B-18 (3.35 kg/year) were found to be the
most dissimilar genotypes (SI-1).

Cluster analysis using ISSR markers

The hierarchial clustering using UPGMA algorithm
implemented in the software DARwin ver 5.0.158 did
not revealed any distinct major clusters. However, four
small clusters could be identified in which the grouping
was according to the resin yield (Fig. 2). Since the resin
yield of genotypes varied between 0.25 and 8 kg/year
with an average of 3 kg/year, therefore the genotypes
with resin yield below average (<3 kg/year) were consid-
ered to be low resin yielders and those with resin yield
above average (>3 kg/year) were considered as high
resin yielders. Cluster-I grouped six genotypes together
(B-6, B-7, C-7, A-13, A-10 and A-7) with a bootstrap
value of 78. All of these genotypes had high resin yield
(above 3 kg/year). Cluster-II with a bootstrap value of 95
grouped five genotypes together (pooled DNA of low
resin yielders, B-26, B-2, B-19 and C-10) all of which
had low resin yield (below 3 kg/year). Cluster-III
grouped four high resin yielders together (B-3, D-37, A-2
and A-9) with a bootstrap value of 94. Cluster-IV
grouped eight low resin yielders together (B-10, D-30, 
D-8, A-6, C-12, D-7, D-29 and B-8) with a bootstrap
value of 99.

The genetic dissimilarity index calculated between
samples ranged from 0.21 to 0.73 suggesting a high

SI 2. – Genetic dissimilarity index between high and low resin yielding genotypes of P. roxburghii using ISSR markers.
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genetic diversity among the genotypes of P. roxburghii
used in the study. The genotypes B-4 (0.8 kg/year) and
B-14 (0.25 kg/year) both having low resin yield were
found to be most similar. On the other hand, the geno-
types B-3 (4.9 kg/year) and D-14 (2.3 kg/year) were
found to be the most dissimilar from each other (SI-2).

Cluster analysis using AFLP markers

The UPGMA based dendrogram revealed three broad
clusters, where the genotypes clustered together on the
basis of resin yield (Fig. 3). Cluster-I with a bootstrap
value of 89 grouped twenty-four genotypes together out
of which nineteen were high resin yielders (>3 kg/year)
and only five genotypes had low resin yield (<3 kg/year).
Cluster-II with a bootstrap value of 88 grouped eleven
genotypes all of which had low resin yield except B-18.
Cluster-III with a bootstrap value of 92 grouped seven

genotypes together all of which were low resin yielders
except B-13. 

The genetic dissimilarity index was generated for
P. roxburghii genotypes. The dissimilarity coefficient
ranged from 0.01 to 0.22 suggesting a low genetic diver-
sity among the genotypes of P. roxburghii used in the
study. The genotypes A-7 (4.1 kg/year) and B-9
(4.7 kg/year) had high resin yield and were found to be
most similar, whereas B-8 (2.2 kg/year) and D-24
(1.7 kg/year) were found to be the most dissimilar geno-
types (SI-3).

Comparison of marker systems

Four main aspects of the performance of the examined
marker systems were considered: overall efficiency of
polymorphism detection in the germplasm (i.e. PIC), the

Figure 3. – Dendrogram showing genetic relationship among P. roxburghii genotypes varying in
resin yield using AFLP markers.
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number of polymorphic loci assayed simultaneously
(called effective multiplex ratio), the overall utility of a
marker system for detecting genetic variation or marker
index and the resolving power of a given marker system
(Table 5).

Polymorphism information content (PIC)

SSR markers showed highest level of marker polymor-
phism in the examined germplasm as the PIC value for
the SSR markers ranged from 0.100 (RPtest 9) to 0.499
(Pt 71936) with an average of 0.327 per marker (Table
2). There was a strong correlation between polymor-
phism and PIC (r2 =0.864). AFLP markers detected low-
est level of polymorphism with the PIC value ranging
from 0.045 (EAAG MCTAC) to 0.196 (EACA MCTGC) with an
average of 0.095 per marker (Table 4). There was a
strong correlation between polymorphism and PIC
(r2 =0.996). ISSR markers had PIC value ranging from
0.064 (UBC880) to 0.406 (UBC818) with an average of
0.289 per marker (Table 3) showing an intermediate
level of polymorphism. There was a strong correlation
between polymorphism and PIC (r2 =0.827).

Effective multiplex ratio (EMR)

Effective multiplex ratio was highest for ISSR mark-
ers ranging from 1 (UBC 880) to 28 (UBC 873) with an
average of 15.536 per marker. SSR markers showed the

lowest EMR ranging from 0.5 (RP test 9) to 4 (Pt 30204)
with an average of 1.932 per marker. AFLP markers
showed intermediate values for EMR ranging from 1.28
(EAAG MCTAC) to 24.65 (EACA MCTGC) with an average of
7.784. Although, AFLP markers produce a large number
of fragments but the EMR depends on the fraction of
polymorphic fragments and many of the fragments
obtained were monomorphic across the examined geno-
types.

Marker index (MI)

ISSR markers showed the highest marker index rang-
ing from 0.064 (UBC880) to 9.746 (UBC818) with an
average of 4.958 per marker (Table 3). There was a
strong correlation between polymorphism and MI
(r2 =0.835), and MI was positively correlated with PIC
(r2 =0.655). SSR markers showed the lowest values for
marker index ranging from 0.050 (RPtest9) to 1.168
(Pt30204) with an average of 0.695 per marker (Table 2).
There was a strong correlation between polymorphism
and MI (r2 =0.942), and MI was positively correlated
with PIC (r2 =0.822). AFLP markers had intermediate
values for marker index ranging from 0.058 (EAAG
MCTAC) to 4.824 (EACA MCTGC) with an average of 1.238
per marker (Table 4). There was a strong correlation
between polymorphism and MI (r2 =0.884), and MI was
positively correlated with PIC (r2 =0.919).

SI 3. – Genetic dissimilarity index between high and low resin yielding genotypes of P. roxburghii using AFLP markers.
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Resolving power (RP)

Since AFLP markers produce a large number of bands
so they had the highest resolving power ranging from as
low as 1.644 (EAAG MCTAC) to 22.202 (EACA MCTGC) with
an average value of 8.099 per marker (Table 4). There
was a strong correlation between polymorphism and RP
(r2 =0.965) and RP was positively correlated with PIC
(r2 =0.984). SSR markers showed low resolving power as
compared to ISSR and AFLP ranging from 0.226
(RPtest9) to 1.926 (Pt30204) with an average of 1.164
per marker (Table 5). There was a strong correlation
between polymorphism and RP (r2 =0.725) and RP was
positively correlated with PIC (r2 =0.712). ISSR markers
showed intermediate resolving power ranging from
0.679 (UBC880) to as high as 14.407 (UBC818) with an
average of 8.059 per marker. There was a strong correla-
tion between polymorphism and RP (r2 =0.838), and RP
was positively correlated with PIC (r2 =0.759).

Partitioning of variance

As fixation indices (FST) measure the amount of differ-
entiation among sub-populations derived from the sub-
division of an original population (WRIGHT, 1978), values
for FST range from 0 for non-differentiation to 1 for com-
plete differentiation between an original population and
its subpopulations, respectively. The qualitative guide-
lines for the interpretation of FST as suggested by
WRIGHT (1978) ranging from 0 to 0.05 can be considered
for an indication of little genetic differentiation. The val-
ues of FST from 0.05 to 0.15, 0.15 to 0.25 and above 0.25
indicate moderate, great and very great genetic differen-
tiation, respectively. In this study, AMOVA by collection
site using all the three marker systems revealed FST val-
ues less than 0.05 indicating little genetic differentia-

tion and they were not found to be significant for all the
three marker systems. On the other hand, in case of
AMOVA by resin yield, FST values were 0.1096, 0.0483
and 0.2422 for SSR, ISSR and AFLP marker systems
respectively, representing moderate, little and great
genetic differentiation. The FST values for all the three
marker systems in case of AMOVA by resin yield were
found to be highly significant at p < 0.001 (Table 6).

Discussion

A variety of molecular markers have been used for
estimating the genetic diversity in different Pinus
species such as RAPD (GOMEZ et al., 2001; NKONGOLO et
al., 2002; PENG et al., 2003; KANDEDMIR et al., 2004; KIM

et al., 2005; NAUGZEMYS et al., 2006;), ISSR (HONG et al.,
2004; HONG et al., 2007; RANGER et al., 2008; ZHANG et
al., 2005; PARASHARMI and THENGANE, 2012), AFLP
(MARIETTE et al., 2001; LERCETEAU and SZMIDT, 1999)
and SSR (PROVAN et al., 1998; PROVAN et al., 1999; BOYS

et al., 2005). The use of a particular molecular marker
type for estimating the genetic diversity of germplasm
collections however depends on many factors including
costs on genotyping the large populations with a marker
assay (GUPTA et al., 2002). In recent years, the SSR and
SNP markers derived from ESTs, due to their inexpen-
sive developmental costs (KOTA et al., 2003; VARSHNEY et
al., 2005), are increasingly being used for genotyping of
natural or inbreeding populations. Together with these
markers, AFLP and ISSR markers are still considered
good for fingerprinting or diversity analysis. Therefore,
the present study documents the comparative utility of
these marker types for molecular characterization of
genotypes varying for a trait. 

The type of hierarchial AMOVA implemented here was with genotypic data, one group of populations and no.
within individual level.
a collection sites: four sites differing in altitude, aspect and site quality.
b resin yield: resin yield was grouped as low (below 2.5 kg), medium (2.5–3.0 kg) and high (above 3.0 kg).

Table 5. – Comparison of SSR, ISSR and AFLP marker systems.

Table 6. – AMOVA by collection sites and resin yield using SSR, ISSR and AFLP marker systems.
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Marker polymorphism

SSR markers were found to be highly polymorphic
while AFLP markers showed a lower level of polymor-
phism with ISSR markers showing intermediate level of
polymorphism in the germplasm examined in present
study. This relates to the variation of the average num-
ber of polymorphic bands per assay unit, which ranged
from a minimum of 32.47% for AFLP markers and
84.59% for ISSR markers to a maximum of 85.79% for
SSR markers. The higher level of polymorphism detect-
ed by SSR markers than with ISSRs and AFLPs high-
lights the discriminating capacity of the former. The
hypervariability observed at SSR loci was expected
because of the unique mechanism by which this varia-
tion is generated: replication slippage is thought to
occur more frequently than single nucleotide mutations
and insertion/deletion events, which generate the poly-
morphisms detectable by AFLP (POWELL et al., 1996).
Cent per cent polymorphism was observed for SSR as
well as ISSR markers. This has also been reported pre-
viously by different researchers (MARAS et al., 2008;
CHEZHIAN et al., 2009; BAGHIZADEH et al., 2010). 

A comparison of the overall efficiency of the three
marker systems was provided by the marker index. MI
was highest (4.958) for ISSR markers, lowest (0.695) for
SSR markers and intermediate (1.238) for AFLP marker
systems. Almost seven-fold higher MI calculated for
ISSR and two-fold higher MI for AFLP markers in com-
parison to SSR highlights the distinctive nature of the
ISSR and AFLP assay, which is in concurrence with ear-
lier reports in many plant species [soybean (POWELL et
al., 1996); Iranian Pistachio (BELAJ et al., 2003); rice
(SAINI et al., 2004); wheat (MEDINI et al., 2005); olive
(BAGHIZADEH et al., 2010)]. The distinctive value of MI
for ISSR and AFLP data is related to the effective multi-
plex ratio. In other words, it depends more on the high
number of polymorphic bands obtained per experiment
than on the allelic heterozygosity found among acces-
sions. This feature makes the ISSR and AFLP markers
suitable for fingerprinting or estimating genetic diversi-
ty in breeding populations. In case of AFLPs, although 5
out of 6 primer combinations were polymorphic, these
markers showed low level of polymorphism in compari-
son to ISSR markers in the germplasm collection exam-
ined. In the present study, the portion of AFLP
bands/loci that met the quality criteria for scoring was
low. However, the resolution of AFLP fragments also
depends on the fragment detection system. The EMR
was lowest for SSR markers but they showed highest
level of polymorphism as reported in earlier studies
(BAGHIZADEH et al., 2010). This state could be attributed
to the lower number of bands per assay detected by SSR
markers.

Comparative utility of different marker systems

Assessment of genetic diversity by using molecular
markers is important not only for tree improvement
efforts but also for efficient management and conserva-
tion of plant genetic resources in genebanks (GRANER et
al., 2004). Therefore, the selection of a particular type of
molecular marker is important and critically depends on
the intended use (GUPTA et al., 2002).

Regarding the detection of polymorphism, SSR mark-
ers certainly are better than ISSR or AFLP markers as
SSR are multi allelic markers in contrast to ISSR or
AFLP markers. Because of detecting higher polymor-
phism, SSR markers showed low genetic similarity
among the genotypes ranging from 0.409 to 0.955 sug-
gesting high genetic variability among the genotypes.
This was followed by ISSR markers showing genetic
similarity ranging from 0.537 to 0.858 and AFLP mark-
ers showing highest genetic similarity ranging from 0.79
to 0.984 among the genotypes. This is in agreement with
other studies comparing the level of polymorphism
detected with AFLP and SSR markers in soybean
 (POWELL et al., 1996), maize (PEJIC et al., 1998), sorghum
(MENZ et al., 2004), and triticale (TAMS et al., 2005).
 POSSELT et al. (2006) also found low genetic similarity
using SSR markers in comparison to ISSR and AFLP
markers. This characteristic attribute of SSR markers
together with their co-dominance nature made them the
markers of choice in plant genetics and breeding (GUPTA

and VARSHNEY, 2000; VARSHNEY et al., 2005). ISSR and
AFLP are bi-allelic and less informative than SSRs.

Because of assaying one genetic locus per primer pair,
the effective multiplex ratio for SSR markers was low
(1.932). However, ISSR markers showed highest effec-
tive multiplex ratio as 15.536. This was due to the high-
er number of DNA fragments amplified along with a
higher proportion of polymorphic bands. Although,
AFLP markers produced the highest number of bands
but the proportion of polymorphic bands was lower as
compared to ISSR markers so AFLP markers showed
intermediate (7.784) effective multiplex ratio.

Relationships in examined germplasm

As expected the grouping of genotypes on the basis of
resin yield was more distinct with SSR markers as com-
pared to ISSR and AFLP markers. The reason for this
observation may be that the SSRs are highly specific
and are co-dominant in nature thereby being capable of
detecting heterozygous condition whereas, ISSR and
AFLP markers are dominant and less polymorphic as
compared to SSR markers.

Analysis of molecular variance

The results of cluster analysis were supported by the
AMOVA analysis. Cluster analysis grouped the individu-
als on the basis of resin yield and not their site of collec-
tion. AMOVA by collection site suggested that the varia-
tion among the groups was not significant using all the
three marker systems whereas AMOVA by resin yield
revealed that the variation among the groups was high-
ly significant for all the three marker systems. AFLP
markers showed highest genetic differentiation among
the groups followed by SSR and ISSR markers showing
moderate and little genetic differentiation respectively.
This clearly indicated that the genetic variation among
the genotypes is not related to their site of collection in
terms of altitude and aspect but it correlates with the
variation in resin yield. AMOVA by resin yield using all
the three marker systems revealed the variation among
groups to be highly significant. Similar analysis was
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performed by CHO et al., 2008 in Soybean in which
AMOVA by usage group, AMOVA by collection sites and
AMOVA by maturity groups revealed the variation
among groups to be highly significant.

Conclusion

The present study highlights the advantages and dis-
advantages of different marker systems for diversity
analysis in natural populations to exploit the genotyp-
ing data for tree improvement. For estimating the
genetic diversity of germplasm collections, ISSR or
AFLP markers are more suitable as they have higher
marker index. SSR markers can be used for such analy-
ses (especially, if more than one marker can be used by
multiplexing). As far as the relationship among geno-
types based on some specific trait is concerned, SSR
markers would prove to be better than ISSR and AFLP
markers. The results of this study suggest that the
genotypes of P. roxburghii varying in resin yield can be
better differentiated using SSR and AFLP markers or a
combination of the two. Characterization of the P. rox-
burghii genotypes varying in resin yield will help to pro-
vide more insights into the genetic relationships among
them and also to explore associations of molecular
markers with the resin yielding trait which will be help-
ful for tree improvement and marker assisted breeding
in P. roxburghii. 
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